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reorganized is hardly the best time for the Government and a
major part of the profession to have their backs to each
other.
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Tests on CS for
Carcinogenicity
The possibility that man-made chemicals may increase the
risk of cancer development among those exposed to them
has been regarded more and more seriously during the past
two decades. Today various regulatory bodies effectively
prevent the introduction of new food additives, pesticides,
or drugs until and unless it is reasonably certain that they
will not cause cancer as judged by tests on laboratory
animals. Moreover, there is an increasing awareness of the
need to ensure that people are not exposed to carcinogenic
chemicals at work. Against this background there- has been
some concern that the anti-riot gas CS may be a carcinogen.

In 1971 a Home Office report' on the medical and toxico-
logical aspects of CS gas (orthochlorobenzylidene malo-
nonitrile) concluded that "there are at present no experimental
indications that long-term effects, like cancer, might develop
after recovery. from the early effects of inhaled CS smoke,
but a more definite assessment of the risks, if any, of such
occurring must await the completion of survival experiments
on animals still in progress." The view expressed in that
report to the effect that CS is probably not carcinogenic was
*based on circumstantial evidence. Chemically CS is not
similar to any known carcinogen and it is not broken down
to form one. People exposed to it do not develop chromo-
somal abnormalities. The damage that occurs in the livers
of animals exposed to CS is not of a kind seen in animals ex-
posed to known carcinogens. What was missing at the time of
the Home Office's report was information about the long-
term effects of CS on the lungs of animals exposed to it by
inhalation. That information is still missing, and reviews of
other information on toxicity, such as that by G. R. N.
Jones,2 however comprehensive, are no substitute.

Meanwhile speculation about the possible carcinogenicity
of CS gas continues. D. H. Barry and his coLleagues at the
Huntingdon Research Centre recently reported3 that CS
suppresses the non-specific esterase activity in the sebaceous
glands of mouse skin. The effect, they say, is exhibited by
well-known carcinogens and by tobacco condensates but
not by any of the non-carcinogens and irritants t;hat have so
far been tested.4 5 However, the published evidence for this
claim needs confirmaton and further study. Weakly positive
results were given by chrysene, pyrene, fluoranthene, anthra-
cene, and 1, 2-benzanthracene. All of these are polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons. Chrysene and 1, 2-benzanthracene
are thought to be weak carcinogens and the other three to
be non-carcinogenic. Previously published evidence points to
a more general correlation between carcinogenicity and the
ability of a variety of chemical compounds to destroy
sebaceous glands, but colchicine, a non-carcinogen, was
found to show considerable activity of this kind.6

If CS gas is proved to be a carcinogen it would not be
the first "war" gas found to carry such a hazard. Men
exposed to mustard gas (either in trenches or in its manu-
facture) during the first world war experienced a higher risk
of developing lung cancer than men not exposed to it.7 8 A
passage in the Home Office report is pertinent to the possi-
bility of hazards from CS: "If the competent authorities feel
it justifiable to release a chemical agent for use in civil circum-
stances, then medical and scientific research relevant to this
decision should straight away be published in the appropriate
scientific journals so that informed medical and scientific
opinion may assess the situation for itself." When, we may
ask, will the results of thorough, long-term carcinogenicity
studies be published?
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Slow Virus Infections
No longer are only acute diseases attributed to viruses. Evi-
dence is accumulating that viruses may cause a variety of
subacute or chronic degenerative, and even neoplastic, con-
ditions. They may be true viruses with nucleic acid cores, or
slow viruses, which appear to be without nucleic acid and
whose mode of self-replication remains uncertain. Persis-
tent, latent, and slow virus infections are reviewed and dis-
cussed in a most interesting recent symposium published by
the Royal College of Pathologists.'
The best-studied persistent infection is lymphocytic

choriomeningitis in neonatally infected mice, in which glo-
merulonephritis results from immune complex disease.2 In
terms of pathogenetic mechanisms interesting parallels can
be drawn between this infection and serum hepatitis in man.3
In both cases the disease appears to be attributable to aller-
gic responses to the infection. Cytomegalovirus infections,4
until recently little known, are now recognized to be widely
distributed and may be an important and preventable cause
of mental deficiency. In cats a persistent virus infection is
implicated in the aetiology of leukaemia,5 and such infec-
tions may be relevant to neoplastic disease in man.

Latent infections which recrudesce to cause disease are
epitomized by the varicella-zoster relationship.6 Latency is
a notable characteristic of herpesviruses. They can replicate
in cells without killing them and may possibly be oncogenic.
The Epstein-Barr virus is associated with Burkitt's tumour
and with nasopharyngeal carcinomas,7 and several animal
herpesviruses appear to be oncogenic.8 Subacute sclerosing
panencephalitis9 is an example of slow recrudescence of a
latent infection (measles), probably in the presence of a
specific immunological defect, leading to progressive de-
structive changes in the central nervous system.

Slow viruses have now been detected in association with
two subacute degenerative diseases in man of the central
nervous system'0 (kuru and presenile dementia or Creuzt-
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